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Galiano goingson ~ Helena Chambers

On April 4, Chair of the Islands Trust
Executive Committee (ITEC) Kim
Benson responded to those who had
claimed bias on the part of Trustee Smith
in connection with the upcoming review
of the Galiano Land Use Bylaw. Chair
Benson explained that the executive
committee were not in a position to
‘judicially review the conduct of a trustee,
or to remove an elected trustee from a
decision-making role.’ She described
their primary role as ‘making
recommendations…to
modify
a
Trustee’s decisions or actions.’
In deciding the issue, ITEC consulted
the minutes of recent LTC meetings, the
Islands Trust Policy Manual, the Local
Government Act, and their legal counsel.
The executive committee concluded that
‘Trustee Smith has not demonstrated
bias that would prejudice his review of
the subject Galiano bylaws.’
The issue of perception of bias was
not addressed (see ‘Bias and Officials in a
Decision-making Process,’ April 6,
Island Tides, available online at
www.islandtides.com).
On April 7, a communication
addressing this issue was sent to the
ITEC. The writer, a Galiano resident with
thirty years experience as a trial lawyer,
cautioned ITEC of the danger that ‘any
involvement with Roy Smith respecting
the
consideration,
review,
or
amendments of the Galiano OCP or
bylaws respecting forest land, may be
used for a legal action to have any
changes ruled invalid. This would
include the facilitation process currently
being pursued by the Islands Trust.’

‘Hands Are Off’ the LUB
Review, say trustees

A full-house again greeted the April 19
LTC meeting. A number of topics were
discussed, both trustees stated that the
Forest lands review was in the domain
of the facilitator and that they would be
taking a ‘hands off’ approach. Later in
the meeting, questions raised involving
the conduct of the review were refused
answer by the trustees, who responded
‘It’s nothing to do with us. That’s the job
of the facilitator. Ask him.’ (However, in
a letter to Islands Tides, April 20
edition, Trustee Sharp had said,
‘Responsibility for the timing,
facilitation, and review of Galiano’s
Forest OCP [sic] rests with the Galiano
Local Trust Committee.’)

GALIANO, please turn to page 2
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Bemused Penders Fire Chief Charlie Boyte sizing up new recruits? (Pre-schoolers get a tour of North Pender’s Firehall #1.)

STV referendum should
be brought forward, say
Greens

The BC Green Party believes that holding the next referendum
on the Single Transferable Vote (STV) voting system on May 13,
2009—the next provincial election—delays the democratic
reform that people want. ‘We recognize the fiscal good sense in
Premier Campbell’s announcement yesterday but this means
that the first possible implementation of STV is not until 2013. It
is an unconscionable delay when you remember that 58% of
voters were in favour of STV last May,’ says Adriane Carr, leader
of the Green Party of BC.
After Carr learned from BC’s Chief Electoral Officer Harry
Neufeld last December about the logistical problems and higher
costs associated with holding BC’s next STV referendum less than
five months before the next provincial election, the BC Green Party
recommended moving the referendum forward to May, 2008 so
that a fair voting system could be in place for the 2009 election.
‘The majority of voters clearly want to change our voting
system sooner rather than later. The BC Green Party urges the
provincial government to demonstrate good faith to this
majority by having a vote on reforms that can be in place for the
2009 election,’ says Carr.
The BC Green Party has three suggestions:
‘When the provincial government changes the Elections Act
for the new electoral district boundaries and up to six more seats
in the legislature, they should set aside some of the new seats to
give representation to every party that achieves five percent or
more of the vote,’ says Carr, adding, ‘this would mean that in the
2009 election at least some fair representation of peoples’ votes
could occur and the opposition would be strengthened by
greater diversity.’
‘We also suggest electoral financing reforms to eliminate the
influence of special interest groups. This has been started by

VOTING REFERENDUM, please turn to page 7

Proposal to mine limestone
threatens Skookumchuck Narrows
On April 13 and 14, Provincial Minister of
State for Mining Bill Bennett held informal
meetings with members of the Friends of
Sechelt Peninsula (FOSP) advocacy group,
the Sunshine Coast Conservation
Association and residents of Wood Bay.
The FOSP is a group of coastal citizens
organized to protest Pan Pacific
Aggregates’ (PPA) plans to create
substantial open-pit mining along the west
side of the Sechelt Inlet.
In January 2005, PPA, a Europeanbased company formed one month
earlier, used the internet to stake mineral
claims over two thirds of the Sechelt
Peninsula, including most homes and
businesses between Sechelt and the BC
Ferry terminal at Earls Cove.
Bennett was taken on a boat tour to
get a first-hand look at the spectacular
inlet, which PPA proposes to turn into a
major industrial shipping route. Potential
plans include running four barges a day
up the inlet and through the worldfamous Skookumchuck Narrows for the
next 25 years. The potential for increased
water and air pollution, long-term
damage to the rich marine life within the
rapids and conflicts with divers,
recreational boaters, logging boom tugs
and fishermen, is serious. According to
FOSP President Jan Williams, ‘The Inlet
and the Skookumchuck attract tourists
and divers from all over the world. The

rapids are the fastest navigable tidal
currents in the world and the potential for
disaster is enormous—one barge load
with tons of limestone dumped into these
waters would have a devastating effect.’
Since June 2005, when PPA began
exploratory blasting on their southern
mining site, now referred to as the
‘Sechelt Garnet Project,’ there has been a
steady escalation of citizen’s actions,
public meetings and demonstrations.
Bennett, who also met with residents at
a private reception on Friday afternoon,
admitted that the mining company had
been ‘clumsy’ in their dealings with the
local community and stressed the
comprehensive environmental assessment
procedure that the company would have to
undergo.
In addressing the fears that another
mine might emulate the sprawling
Construction Aggregates gravel mine
which already looms over the town of
Sechelt and is the largest open-pit and
gravel mine in North America, Bennett
said, ‘That monstrosity, that eyesore will
never be allowed to happen on the other
side of the Inlet, it’s just not on. And you
can quote me on that!’
‘People are justifiably upset,’ said
Williams, ‘Most of us have come here to
enjoy the natural beauty of the Sechelt
Peninsula and the Sechelt Inlet. This is

MINING, please turn to page 11
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Black Gold , Oil in 2006

Sharing, NAFTA Style ~ Patrick Brown

nder NAFTA, the US has the right to share equally with
Canadian users in any increase in Canadian oil
production. The figure often quoted is that some 62% of
Canadian oil production is exported to the US.
But what many Canadians do not realize is that the actual
clause in NAFTA, Article 605, prohibits Canada from taking any
action which could reduce the US share of the total Canadian oil
supply.
This is relevant because while Canada produces more oil than
it uses, a significant proportion of the oil we actually consume
comes from imports, mainly from OPEC countries Algeria,
Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela, and non-OPEC sources in the UK
and Norway.
The Canadian domestic oil market is divided, east and west,
about half and half. Eastern Canada’s petroleum supply is
mainly refined from imports. Western Canada’s comes from
Canadian production.
Thus the term ‘total supply’ in Article 605 includes Canada’s oil
imports, and the relevant figure is that we export about 48% of this
total to the US.
The actual wording of Article 605 includes the following
(Editor’s Note:—if your eyes glaze over in the following two
sections, skip to ‘Commentary’ on page 9):

petrochemical good to the territory of another Party, only if:
(a) the restriction does not reduce the proportion of the total
export shipments of a specific energy or basic petrochemical
good made available to such other Party (that’s the US) relative
to the total supply of that good of the Party maintaining the
restriction (Canada) as compared to the proportion prevailing
in the most recent 36-month period for which data are available
prior to the imposition of the measure, or in such other
representative period on which the Parties involved may agree;
(b) the Party (Canada) does not impose a higher price for
exports of an energy or basic petrochemical good to such other
Party (the US) than the price charged for such energy good when
consumed domestically, by means of any measure such as
licenses, fees, taxation and minimum price requirements. The
foregoing provision does not apply to a higher price which may
result from a measure taken pursuant to subparagraph (a) that
only restricts the volume of exports; and
(c) the restriction does not require the disruption of normal
channels of supply to such other Party (the US) or normal
proportions among specific energy or basic petrochemical goods
supplied to the other Party such as, for example, between crude
oil and refined products and among different categories of crude
oil and of refined products.

A Party (that’s Canada) may maintain or introduce a restriction
otherwise justified under the provisions of Articles XI:2(a) and
XX(g), (i) and (j) of the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade)—these Articles of the GATT refer to ‘temporary
critical shortages,’ the need to ‘conserve resources (providing
that domestic consumption is proportionately restricted, as
described here),’ the need to ‘ensure essential supplies to a
domestic processing industry,’ or a situation of ‘general or local
short supply’ with respect to the export of an energy or basic

Briefly, Canada cannot reduce or restrict its supply of oil to the US,
nor can it raise the price. This is what NAFTA is all about. If the US
is willing to pay market price, which is set in the US, then there’s
nothing Canada can do about how much is exported. It’s
interesting that this clause would also appear to apply to natural
gas, electricity, and other forms of energy crossing the border.
(Also note that Article 605 doesn’t apply to Mexico; despite their
substantial oil resources—they wouldn’t agree to it.)

Article 605: Other Export Measures

Did something in this
edition of Island Tides:

• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island
mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our 70 free
boxes across the Gulf of Georgia, Victoria or
Nanaimo, you can show your support and
appreciation by sending a voluntary subscription of

($20 + $1.40gst = $21.40) to:

Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0

Thank You!

heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have sent in subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste
them all in our scrapbooks!
A
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Research team finds moderate drinking brings dubious
benefits
The majority of research suggesting moderate drinking helps
prevent heart disease may be flawed. That’s according to an
international research team, led by the University of Victoria’s
Centre for Addictions Research of British Columbia (CARBC)
and the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) School of
Nursing, who analyzed 54 research studies linking how much
people drink with risk of premature death from all causes
including heart disease.
These studies included hundreds of thousands of individuals
who were followed for a number of years. Most studies were from
North America and Europe, some from the Caribbean and Asia.
The majority of the results were published in the 1980s and 1990s,
with one study published in 1974 and one as recently as 2004.
The research team members from the US, Canada and
Australia investigated an earlier criticism that most of the studies
made a consistent and serious error of including as ‘abstainers’
people who had reduced or quit drinking due to declining health,
frailty, medication use or disability. They found that the few
studies without this error showed no evidence of health benefits.
The team found that only 7 of the 54 studies properly
compared light drinkers with long-term abstainers. The results
of these seven studies showed no reduction in risk of death
among the light drinkers compared with abstainers. The other
47 studies showed significantly lower risk of death among light
GALIANO from page 1

Voluntary Subscriptions

Interpretation

Facilitator Selected

The facilitator chosen to determine ‘Community Acceptance of a
Facilitation Process for Discussion of Forest Land Policies’ is
Gordon Sloan, senior partner in ADR Education. He will be
assisted by his partner, Jamie Chicanot. Their resumes are
impressive and enquiries of Sloan’s associates, and individuals
who know his work, characterize him as ‘an ultimate
professional.’
Concern had been growing in the community that the
facilitator may be given prejudicially ‘edited’ information. This
arose from the Request for Proposal inviting applicants for the
contract, written by the Trust staff, in which ambiguous
statements and incorrect data were given. Many protests had
been made.
At the LTC meeting, planner Brodie Porter produced a ‘Fact
Sheet’ dated March 2003. While the status of some Forest Land
rezonings and the zoning options available need to be updated,
the work is accurate, clearly worded, and unambiguous. When
appropriately updated it will be part of the information
supporting Sloan’s understanding of the present and historical
chronology of the development of the Forest Land Use Bylaw.

NEW WOOD?
KEEP IT LOOKING NEW!
WEATHERED WOOD?
BRING IT BACK TO LIFE!

HIGH PERFORMANCE,
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
FINISHES FOR ALL YOUR
WOOD; SIDING, SHAKES, LOGS
& BEAMWORK, DECKS, FENCES,
WINDOWS, DOORS, ETC…

drinkers compared with a group of ‘abstainers’ that included
people who had recently cut down or quit drinking.
The authors caution that their report, published in the April
2006 issue of Addiction Research and Theory, has not
disproved the notion that light drinking is good for health as too
few error-free studies have been performed. They suggest,
however, that the extent to which these benefits actually
translate into longer life may have been exaggerated.
‘We know that older people who are light drinkers are usually
healthier than their non-drinking peers,’ says Dr. Kaye Fillmore,
an adjunct professor at the University of California, San Francisco
School of Nursing. ‘Our research suggests light drinking is a sign of
good health, not necessarily its cause. Many reduce their drinking
as they get older for a variety of health reasons.’
Light drinking was defined as having two drinks or fewer per
day (or about 30mls of pure alcohol per day) and drinking at
least once a month.
‘The widely held belief that light or moderate drinking
protects against coronary heart disease has had great influence
on alcohol policy and clinical advice of doctors to their patients
throughout the world,’ says CARBC director Dr. Tim Stockwell.
‘These findings suggest that caution should be exerted in
recommending light drinking to abstainers.’ 0

Losing Salt Spring?

At the meeting, in her Chair’s report, Gisele Rudischer referred
to concerns that Salt Spring may leave the governance of the
Trust. This would be a devastating financial (and fraternal) loss
to the Trust. Salt Spring contributes 50% of Trust revenue.

Mail-in Ballots Quashed

Since attending the Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities Conference, Rudischer was pleased that the
proposal to allow mail-in ballots at local elections and other
voting opportunities was defeated by large majority.

First Steps at Taming the PMFL?

At the same conference a significant motion was tabled. It was
resolved that the AVICC and the Union of BC Municipalities
petition the provincial government to change legislation and
policies to allow local governments to establish a Community
Watershed Bylaw that extends over any public or private lands
within a watershed. Further, to include representatives from …
the Islands Trust on the Pacific Marine Forest Legacy Council
and to require a drinking water protection plan for each
community watershed.

Time and Timelines

The Galiano FLUB Review is scheduled to commence June 3o and
is ‘ideally’ expected to conclude in September or October or ‘as
long as it takes.’ Brodie Porter announced that the OCP review is
scheduled for April 2007, and not, as previously indicated, in
2008. As these two reviews move closer together, Galianoites
continue to question why the two should not be integrated. 0

Going Somewhere?
whittome’s travel
60 Station Street, Duncan

KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT
BEAUTIFUL

JEWELTREE RESTORATION
YOUR NATURAL WOOD SPECIALIST

BOOK NOW, CALL: 250-210-1178

1-800-434-0566

travel.whittome@shaw.ca
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Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
his is pay-off time for all of those
December days when the night was 16
cold hours long and the day was 8 cold
hours long! Nowadays little heat is needed in
the house and lights are optional till 8pm. My
kind of living!
However, I find it galls me that another
creature that loves this weather is the carpenter
ant! I find this unsettling as I know they are
eating our house and are out looking for further
places to establish dining halls. Hmm…
We have a lot of eagle activity at our pond this
year, making the chicken flock nervous as the
eagles wheel and soar above them. And we have
a nest. After ‘tuning in’ several times to the video
recorder website of the eagle pair nesting on
Hornby (see Letters), we located a nest in a big
old fir close to our pond. I have heard several
other reports of nesting eagles on Saturna. A pair
of Canada geese would be delighted to nest at the
pond but the eagle traffic keeps discouraging
them. The other day, an eagle strafed the pair
floating together in the water, what uproar of
insulted honking—pretty funny for an observer!

Bonsai Demo

Carol Money put on a Bonsai demonstration
and tour of her garden on April 1.
Four people braved the cool rainy day to
watch Carol’s demonstration and listen to her
informal chat. Carol is a masterful gardener
and when she is interested in a subject she
develops a wealth of knowledge. Son, Aaron
Money, got Carol started with bonsai. Bonsai is
very meditative, involving a vision of what you
want the plant to look like in years to come and
the skill to prune both the above ground
component and the roots to achieve this vision.
The talk concluded with a walk around Carol’s
extensive garden and a plant for the enthused
visitors to take home. Saturna Parks and
Recreation Society sponsored the event.

Easter on Saturna

Easter on Saturna is huge—seems like all our
kids, all the summer people, and all the aunties
and grandmas and best friends come home.
People are happy.
Most everyone turns out for the Easter Bake
Sale and Raffle. The pies and cakes flew out of
the door! Happy people wandered about
lugging their favourite baked goods.
The Community Hall was packed with kids
and their adults for the Cake Walk event. In
front of the stage was the long table laden with
prize cakes from which the winners of each
round choose—there must have been twenty.
Each year the cakes to be won get more
elaborate; the cakes that appeal to parents are
different to the ones that appeal to the
participant child. The parent of a jubilant
winner says, ‘look at that cake’ (visualize plain
and lovely with artful decoration) and then
follows the child’s eyes to the cake with the jelly
beans and chocolate eggs spilling out of a
basket all across the top of the two-inch thick
chocolate icing. It is fascinating to see which
cake is taken!
I love the Tea at the Hall—Welsh cakes, nice
tablecloths, slow conversation, and table
service. The Women’s Club draws were wellsubscribed and the snowdrop sale was brisk.
Carol Money’s plant table was full. Carol has
run that table for years, since she had kids in
school, and this year there were her two
graduated daughters, Desiree and Cara Lee
working alongside her!
That evening, at the Rec Centre, the Saturna
Lions produced the Prawn Fest event for an
enthusiastic crowd. The prawns got particular
attention, as they were large and perfectly
cooked. Mr. Music played for the dancing
crowd and was popular as always. The evening
was well attended with just under a 100 visitors
and Islanders.

Lamb BBQ Work Bee Time

The first Lamb BBQ workbee was on April 30 at
the Winter Cove site. Ian Gaines organized this
workbee and the Gaines family donated the
alder wood. About 10 to 20 people showed up
to cut, split and stack the cords of wood
required to cook the 26 lambs.
Lots of people attended the first
organizational meeting and attended to some

of the many details of planning that go into this
huge Canada Day event. Soon the workbee
schedule will be published and our lives will go
into even higher gear!

On-Island Exercise

The exercise room at the new Rec Centre is
coming along well. Several women that I know
are deeply into their exercise routines and
loving the results. If you buy an annual
membership it gives you unlimited access.
Parks and Recreation sponsored a Brown
Ridge Hike on Sunday, April 23. This was a
quite the trek apparently—everyone felt that
they had accomplished their exercise goal for
the day!

Upcoming Adventures

May 6 is the Annual Thomson Park Clean up
and BBQ. The year’s debris gets burned, the
grass gets cut, plans are made, kids swing on
the rope out over the water and the big tree
swing gets a good workout. After the work is
done, we BBQ sausages made by Andrew
Campbell; eat Haggis Farm cake; drink tea and
coffee; and sit around in the sunshine
(hopefully) and gab. Taking the time to look at
the beautiful view and sit among friends and
talk after eating and working together is a great
pleasure.
Sunday, May 7, the Health Committee is
sponsoring a program presented by
Mainlander/Islander Elizabeth Herejk called
‘Listen to the Whispers’ an educational
program on ovarian cancer. Diagnosed very
early the disease has a 90% survival rate but
with later diagnosis 6 out of 10 women do not
survive. Elizabeth works for the Vancouver
cancer clinic.
On Mothers’ Day the Saturna Lions will
have their annual brunch at the Rec Centre.
The Lions offer the community a wonderful
opportunity to honour mothers and wives.
The fabulous annual Recycling Garage Sale
is being held on Saturday, May 20 from 10am
to 2pm! Organized by volunteers, everyone
loves this sale because the prices are the best,
you never know what you will find that you
really want, and all of the money goes to health
services on the Island.
The same day, Saturna Volunteer
Firefighters will be holding their twice yearly
Pig BBQ at the Rec Centre. The menu is
wonderful, BBQ’d pork and crackling; salad;
fresh Saturna buns; applesauce; tea; coffee and
a just-baked dessert. The money goes to
support local firefighting.

Battle over expensive BC pollution data
heats up
Sierra Legal Defence Fund filed its response this
week to the BC Ministry of Environment’s
submission into the inquiry over the
government’s $172,947.50 price tag for
information on the province’s top polluters.
Sierra Legal’s reply asks BC’s Information and
Privacy Commissioner to waive the fee noting
the public interest in the disclosure of pollution
violations.
The reply, Sierra Legal says, highlights the
government’s contradictory stance. ‘The
Minister of Environment’s recent public
statements directly contradict his ministry’s
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formal submissions,’ said Sierra Legal staff
lawyer Randy Christensen. ‘The Minister has
claimed that compliance and enforcement are
his number one priority, but yet can’t even
identify which facilities in the province are in
violation of provincial pollution laws.’
Sierra Legal had originally been informed
that the province would charge the group
$24,000 for information on the province’s
polluting facilities—information previously
freely available. (The BC government stopped

POLLUTION, please turn to page 11
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"See Li for all your Gulf Islands Real Estate!"

Salt Spring Island: Super summer /
weekend retreat, pretty 2 bed cottage, sep.
studio / workshop, lovely pond, private &
easy care. Good retirement option! $439,000

Salt Spring Island: Authentic character
cottage, 3 beds, large workshop, wonderful
English Country style gardens, some
oceanviews. A gardener’s joy! $599,000

Salt Spring Island: Oceanview townhome
in Kingfisher Cove, private end unit,
kitchen with breakfast area, living with
fireplace, walk to Ganges. Just move in!
$539,000

Salt Spring Island: Oceanfront, 4 bed / 2
bath home, sep. guest cottage, 7.42 acres,
exquisite gardens, orchard, pasture
potential. Magical & beautiful! $1,790,000

Valdy Coming!

May 13 at the Hall, Valdy is coming back to give
a concert on Saturna (see What’s On, page 5)!
Returning home from touring abroad, to soldout venues in Australia, New Zealand, and
central Canada, Valdy is embarking on a Salish
Sea Islands’ tour. At Valdy’s last concert in
2003, the Community Hall was filled with 130
Saturna folk.
Kathy Stack, life-long musician, guitarist,
songwriter, band member, and back-up
performer from Salt Spring will be on the bill
with Valdy. ‘Her songs are a musical mosaic of
life, love and laughter on the Gulf Islands.’
Kathy brings a wealth of maritime and Island
experience to her lyrics and a solid beat and
lilting melody line to her music.
Valdy is a mix of flowers and beads, rock
and roll songs and up-to-the-minute musical
talent. He is a one-of-a-kind singer of the
human condition—a true ‘folk’ singer deluxe
with a side of fries.
Yes, he does comes from a time and place
well represented here, in his home Islands. Everevolving, like so many talented Gulf Islanders, he
recognizes that vitality is not about staying in the
successful past; his obvious delight and
enthusiasm for the present is apparent in his
music, lyrics and commentary. He plays guitar
like a music-loving man, and he has a true sense
of the human in all of us, cut with a big whack of
humour, making him irresistible. This concert
will be a welcome opportunity to see what the
Man has been up to recently and what of our
lives he has caught in his music and brought
home to share with us. 0

OTHER LISTINGS
• Mayne Island: 0.29 acres, motivated seller, excellent investment. $99,800
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanview, 5.68 acres, S/SW/W exposures. $399,000
• Wise Island: Sunny lot, access to water system, close to Galiano’s Montague Harbour. $310,000
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanview, 4.42 acres, driveway roughed in. $369,000
• Valdes Island: Oceanfront, 2.69 leasehold acres, views of Georgia Strait. $69,800
• Wise Island: Low bank oceanfront, small beach in small cove on protected side of island. $175,000
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanview, 4.70 acres, drilled well, zoned for home, cottage, & studio. $568,000
• Salt Spring Island: One plus hectares, drilled well developed, driveway roughed in. $349,000+GST
• Salt Spring Island: 10.03 acres, pastoral views, in Fulford Valley. $629,000
• Salt Spring Island: Panoramic oceanview, 160 acres, seasonal creek. $1,500,000
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanfront, moorage potential, 3.40 acres. Rare! $450,000
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanview, 2.54 acres, drilled well, zoned for home & studio. $519,000
• Salt Spring Island: Oceanview, 4.32 acres, 270 degree viewscapes. $579,000

Toll-free: 1-800-731-7131
Fax: 250-537-4287
Email: islands@liread.com
Website: www.liread.com

Li Read
RE/MAX Salt Spring
Each office independently
owned and operated.

"See Li for Successful Solutions!"

We’re all about the Islands
• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at
Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations

NANAIMO
(Departure Bay)

For scheduled flight info call

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at
seairseaplanes.com

VANCOUVER
INT’L AIRPORT
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17,000 copies this issue
Every Second Thursday

SALISH SEA’S ONLY FREE &
MAIL DELIVERY NEWSPAPER

8,500 copies delivered to

Southern Islands’ households

8,500 copies on the Ferry Routes,

in Sidney,Victoria & north of the
Malahat to Nanaimo

ISLAND TIDES PUBLISHING Ltd
www.islandtides.com

Box 55, Pender Island, BC, V0N 2M0

Owner, Publisher & Editor: Christa Grace-Warrick
Contributors: Priscilla Ewbank, Sue Bailey, Brian Haller
Derek Masselink, Usha Rautenbach, Patrick Brown
Naomi Wilde, Susan DeGryp, Helene Chabot, Cam Sanjivi,
Rundi Koppang, Helena Chambers, CRD Parks

Tel: 250-629-3660 • Fax: 629-3838

Email:news@islandtides.com & islandtides@islandtides.com

Deadline: Wednesday between Publications

Off-Island Canadian Subscriptions $42.80
Voluntary Mail & Box Pick-up Subscriptions $21.40

GULF ISLAND WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS
Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• BioSand Filters
• Reverse Osmosis
• Trojan Ultraviolet Systems
• Whole-House Filters
REMOVE:

Iron / Odour / Bacteria / Hardness / Arsenic
320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 383-4558

www.watertiger.net
A Division of Pro Star Mechanical Technologies Ltd

Global Warming Awakening

Dear Editor:
Looking at the news lately, it seems, at long last, the tide has
turned on public acceptance of global warming—it took 15 years!
(The 1990 Earthday was the global warming awakening).
The skeptics are still at it but on every continent the public
has woken up to the fact that ‘We have a problem Houston’ and
this Earth is all we have.
And on every continent major corporations are saying
definitive action must be taken.
Peter Carter, Toronto

Eagle Chick Survival

Dear Editor:
On Saturday, April 22, the eagle chick pecked a small hole in the
shell which will get larger in the next few days until hatched.
Though I am aware that all eggs and all chicks do not survive,
many of the people watching the eagles may need this reminder.
I am thinking especially about the thousands of elementary
pupils who are avid watchers of the eagles (the nest has been
observed for four months through an on-live streaming video at
mms://lastream001.galaxytelevision.net/hh001).
Here are the statistics for this nest over the past 16 years: on
only 4 occasions did both chicks survive—25%; on 7 occasions
one chick survived—45%; on 5 occasions no chick survived—
30%.
Survival statistics get worse with aging and these eagles are
getting on in years. Six years of immaturity plus 17 years of egglaying equals 23 years of age, with a life expectancy (in the wild)
of 30 years. The pair are equivalent to 60-years-of-age in
humans … if such comparisons have any validity.
Looking at it another way: in the first 5 years these eagles
fledged 7 eaglets; in the last 5 years these eagles fledged only 3
eaglets.
So the odds of success now are even lower than the average
numbers provided above. Let’s just hope for some success!
Doug Carrick, Hornby Island

4-Day School Week

Dear Editor:
Our School District has been in the news frequently in the recent
past regarding our board’s decision to move our schools to a 4day week to protect programs and to reduce the impact of the
Ministry of Education’s funding formula which does not address
the costs of Ministry imposed contracts. As a parent, past chair
of Mayne School’s PAC, past chair of DPAC, and now the
secretary at Mayne School, I would like to thank the Board of
School District #64 for their vision, courage and commitment to
students.
It is common practice for a small number of opponents to
denigrate the members of our board as if they sat and plotted the
destruction of our children’s education (in actual fact if you
consider stat holidays and pro-D days they have not cut as many
days as it might appear and consequently the additional hours to
the school day are not significant). Having worked with the
members of our board as a member of DPAC, I know them to be
hardworking, committed members of our community who work
in their communities outside of their duties on the board,
volunteer, live in our neighbourhoods and who are passionate
about education and kids. The consultation process for the 4day week was extensive and inclusive—we have been consulted
to death.
We have also had a referendum on this issue in the form of
an election. There were enough 5-day week candidates running
in the last election to change the direction of the board—only two
were elected—not enough.
For those people who say that the 4-day week does not work for
them, I would just like to say the 5-day week didn’t work for me or
my children, we just didn’t know there could be another option.
Now that we have experienced the balance that the 4-day week
brings to our family, we never want to go back to the stress of the
5-day week regardless of any financial considerations (either the
board’s or our own). I fail to understand why the number of days
a child is forced to sit in a desk indicates their quality of education,
for me it’s the quality of the teaching and we are very lucky to have
excellent teachers in our district.
My two children (one in grade 7 and one in grade 11) are
responding very well to the shortened week and as we live on a
remote island which forces high school students to travel for 2
hours a day on a water taxi the reduction of that travel time has
been hugely beneficial. We see no decrease in the quality of our
children’s education and it is insulting when people imply that
we are simply uninformed parents who just don’t understand
the impact. We understand very well that less stress combined
with people who are passionate about teaching our children
equals quality education.
Judi Wilson, Mayne Island

WELL WATER
IS YOUR

SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.
Serving the Saanich Peninsula &
the Gulf Islands for over 35 Years
2104 Malaview Ave. Sidney BC

250-656-5581

www.superior-collision.com

250-656-1334
fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

Africa Malaria Day

Dear Editor:
April 25 was Africa Malaria Day, intended to draw attention to
the global battle against malaria. Increasing drug resistance has
ignited a new wave of suffering and death from this ancient
killer. Recent research has put the annual death toll from
malaria at 3 million, on par with AIDS as the world’s deadliest
infectious disease. Most of the victims are children. But malaria
can be prevented with bednets costing $5 or less.
The recently completed malaria prevention program in Niger
is a good example of highly effective aid. This was the largest
bednet distribution in history. Niger ranks as the poorest
country in the world. Every woman with a child under 5 was
provided with a free bednet, and shown how to use it. Based on
experience in other countries, this will save tens of thousands of
lives over the next five years, at a cost of only $2 million from
Canada.
Currently, the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) is trying to come up with funding for similar bednet
programs in other African countries. When so many lives can be
saved at so little cost, there should be no excuse for delay.
Blaise Salmon, Victoria

Open Letter to Gary Lunn

Editor’s Note: This letter was sent to the Honourable Gary
Lunn, MP and forwarded to Island Tides for publication.

Dear Gary:
In the information leaflet recently distributed within your
constituency, one particular item attracted my attention. You
stated that the Harper government is determined to implement
the essence of the platform on whose basis you have been
elected. I can’t resist the temptation of making corrections and
commenting on some issues.
Harper’s platform had in fact been rejected by 64% of
Canadians optimistic enough to vote! There were no clear
winners in that election, which emphatically shows the apathy of
the population and their lack of ‘faith’ in any party to be able to
govern this country efficiently, justly and honourably. The
Conservative votes were marginally higher due to the disgust we
had felt with the performance of the Liberals, distrust of the
unilaterally interested Bloc and the fear by the substantial
number of ‘better situated’ of losing a notch of their already
unjustifiably high affluence under NDP rule. That margin of
‘victory’ was not a sign of confidence in your platform and you
know it.
Indeed, most of us wish to have a more efficient (and fair!)
anti-crime legislation as well as ethical conduct by our ‘elected
representatives’. It doesn’t require a PhD to see that by acting
first upon those and similarly popular issues* your government
hopes to gain enough votes to win the next round with a
marginal majority, providing you with a carte blanche to act
upon items which most Canadians oppose, i.e. ‘in-depth
integration’ into the US systems, joining the ‘coalition’ to protect
the US and corporation interests around the world under the
guise of spreading ‘democracy,’ selling out our remaining few
national assets to the former … the list could continue.
No, Gary! Harper and his platform does not have the
confidence of the majority of Canadians. We have not elected
your party to sell-out our country!
(*Your proposed child-care program is socially unjust and
financially expedient. There should be no more monies put into
the pockets of those who can afford to pay for it, but into
programs helping families which cannot.)
Frank Tompa, Pender Island

Conservancy Not Political

Dear Editor:
It is counterproductive for people to say they hate to see the
community divided while continuing to make untrue statements
that are the cause of so many hard feelings. I do not dislike
anyone for their political opinion but I do not have time for
people who perpetuate misinformation. They do a great
disservice to the community and discredit themselves.
One statement that has caused a lot of hard feelings and done
a great deal of damage to an excellent organization is ‘The
Galiano Conservancy is political.’ That statement was repeated
at the last Galiano Local Trust Committee meeting and is as
ridiculous as to say ‘The Lions Club is political.’ Having some
members who are politically active does not mean the
organizations are political. The Conservancy promotes
conservation, environmental education, ecological restoration,
and has an extensive library open to the public.
For over 15 years I have been proud to be a member,
volunteer, and supporter of the Galiano Conservancy. For six
years I have been the part-time bookkeeper so am in a good
position to know the truth. The Conservancy membership is very
healthy and diverse. Anyone who wants to know what the
Conservancy does is welcome to come into the office which is
easily accessible from the parking lot behind Trincomali Bakery
and Deli, or log on to the website galianoconservancy.ca.
Cheryl Bastedo, Galiano Island
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• GUTTERS •

Full Gutter Service (Supplies & Installation)
Gutter Guard for Rainwater Collection
Five-Year Labour Warranty

Serving all the Gulf Islands

250-382-5154
www.irwinvi.com

‘What’s On?’
Saturday, May 6

Michael Ondaatje with ‘Spoken
Dance’—a delightful evening for the
senses: live cello by Anne Bourne; dances
by Andrea Nann, with Nann, Kate
Holden, Gerald Michaud (based on
Ondaatje’s writings);
readings by
Ondaatje; ticketed post-show reception
and book signing • Port Theatre • 7:30pm •
Tickets: Port Theatre Box Office, 250-754-8550 •
Info: www.crimsoncoastdance.org • IN NANAIMO

Saturday & Sunday, May 6 & 7

‘Off the Fence’—huge art blow-out studio sale: drawings,
paintings, sculpture of Amarah Gabriel and Timothy Hume,
priced to sell; silent auction and draws • 270A Beddis Road •
10am-5pm • Info: 250-537-0051, artangel@telus.net,
www.dovecotegallery.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Tuesday, May 9

Three on the Tree Productions presents Anatomica
Dance’s ‘3’ – solo dance works
performed by Vancouver-based
world-touring dancers Susan Elliott
and Ziyian Kwan • Pender Island
Community Hall • 7pm • Tickets: $15,
available
at
Casual
Pender,
Southridge Farms Country Store,
Talisman Books & Gallery • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, May 13

Victoria School of Writing’s 2006 Literary Info Fair—
fifteen-minute on-the-spot critiques, 30-minute mini workshops,
reading by Paul Dutton, 30+ booths, postcard story competition,
kids’ play area, café • Leonardo Da Vinci Centre, 195 Bay Street
(new location!) • 11am–3pm • Admission: $4 • Info: 250-5953000 or info@victoriaschoolofwriting.org • IN VICTORIA

Sat & Sun, May 13 & 14

24th Annual Garden Tour for Victoria Conservatory of
Music—enjoy a self-guided tour of some of Victoria’s most
beautiful private gardens; plant sale and live music in selected
gardens; a perfect Mother’s Day outing • 10am–5pm • Tickets:
two-day pass with tour map $25 • Info/Ticket Sales: 250-3865311, 1-866-386-5311 or www.vcm.bc.ca • IN VICTORIA

LETTERS from previous page

The Forest Among the Trees

Dear Editor:
I moved to Galiano because I had become hardened in the city,
and now I’ve been softened by this place and can’t imagine living
anywhere else, yet I realize that I have come to a community in
conflict. I have only recently become aware of the extent of my
love and deep concern for Galiano, in part because of recently
written letters to the Island Tides. It was heartening to feel
someone else’s passion and it motivated me to want to learn the
history, come to meetings and start listening to people’s stories.
It is a priority to me now to understand as much as I can
about the longstanding conflict on this Island and the current
proposals to resolve it. In the near future decisions will be made
to define the future of the forest, what seems to me to be the
heartbeat that draws so many of us here. I find myself reading
books about the forest, its biology, and current philosophies and
attempts being made to manage its vast resources through
wholistic forestry use. As Herb Hammond says in Seeing the
Forest Among the Trees, ‘No one owns the forest, we are all
simply a very small part of a forest web about which we know
very little.’ If there was ever a time for a community to learn
more about its natural resources and how best to respect and
sustain those resources it is now. It is also the time to inform
ourselves and engage in the political processes that will
determine the future of this small piece of our Earth.
Sue Turner, Galiano Island

Galiano OCP Matters

Dear Editor:
Trustees Roy Smith and Michael Sharp have recently embarked
upon a process to review the bylaws concerning the use of forest
lands, based on a view that the current bylaws are inadequate to
satisfy Forest lot owners.
That may be the case, as it seems that regardless of how much
compromise the community has brought to the difficult
situation created by MacMillan Bloedel, the forest lot owners ask
for more ‘rights’ on their forest zoned lands, many of which are
also in managed forest tax status.
However, to begin a review of only part of the Official
Community Plan in isolation is not only inadvisable but also
symptomatic of the entire problem. The Galiano community has
worked for decades to maintain both its landscape and its
community integrity. The OCP and bylaws that are currently in
place reflect an Appeal Court decision. They were arrived at after
years of litigation, negotiation and enormous community input.
They appear to largely satisfy those who recognize that their own
land and personal values are best met when a broad spectrum of
community interests, and not just individual self-interest, are
taken into account. All our land is part of the community and is

Breakaway Need Rental Revenue?
Vacations

Put BreakawayVacations.com to work for you

1-800-800-7252

Breakawayvacations.com is a division of
Lloyds Travel & Cruises — 906 West Broadway, Vancouver

Planning vacations for Canadian travellers since 1951

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
Only $26.75! • With photo just $32.10

Wed, May 10 to Mon, May 22

Songs of the Salish Sea Tour— Salt Spring
folksinger Valdy celebrates island cultures on tour
with Salt Spring Islander singer/fisher-poet Kathy
Stack and New Zealander guitatrist/singer
Graham Wardrop; an archive of songs about our
community and this area will be established, so
local performers or groups are invited to
contribute a song to the evening • Thetis: May 10,
Community Hall; Galiano: May 11, South Hall;
Pender: May 12, Community Hall; Saturna:
May 13, Community Hall; Mayne: May 14 , Agricultural Hall;
Duncan: May 15, Garage Showroom; Qualicum Beach: May 16,
Village Theatre; Campbell River: May 17, Tidemark Theatre;
Lasqueti: May 18, Community Hall; Salt Spring: May 20,
ArtSpring; Quadra, May 21, Recreation Centre; Denman: May 22,
Community Hall • All shows, 8pm • Tickets: $20 • Info:
valdy@saltspring.com • THROUGHOUT THE SALISH SEA

Saturday, May 20

First Nations Celebration—
join us as we salute First Nations
of the Gulf Islands and Canada
with an afternoon of food,
cultural demonstrations, art
shows, movies and stories; children welcome, (Farm, Vine &
Wine Tours, Thurs–Sat, 1pm) • Morning Bay Vineyard, 6621
Harbour Hill Drive • 11am–5pm • Info: www.morningbay.ca • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Wed, May 24 to Sun, June 4
Intrepid Theatre presents the 9th Uno
Festival of Solo Performance—10
international
live
shows
including:
Bonhoeffer (South Africa), Out of the Bog
(Newfoundland), The Power of Ignorance
(UK), Nicola Gunn (Australia), Jesus in
Montana (USA) and more! • Metro Studio •
Tickets:
250-383-2663
•
Info:
www.intrepidtheatre.com • IN VICTORIA

PROMOTE YOUR EVENT

Only $26.75 • $32.10 with photo
therefore the community’s business. That is why our bylaws
require rezoning for changed land use. There is a minority
however, who insists on pressing for more for themselves
without community consultation.
We are due for an entire review of the Official Community
Plan. It is obviously important to continue to fine-tune the vision
for our community and the vehicles by which that vision may be
realized. But that review must be done as a whole, not piecemeal.
We cannot review the fate of the Forest lands in isolation. The
Forest lands are intertwined with every other aspect of our
community whether it is habitat protection, a road network plan,
water use, affordable housing, creative employment, tourism
etc. We can only discuss forest lands as part of an holistic
discussion about the Island and indeed, since we are but a
microcosm, about the future of our world and how we would like
to shape it.
Let us review the community plan in its entirety in due
course, with thoughtful input from as many people in the
community as possible. But let’s not be rushed into feeling we
must change the use of forest lands because of a few individuals
who, knowingly, have put themselves in a difficult situation.
Barbara Moore, Galiano Island

Parks Canada Request Form

Dear Editor:
Most, if not all, landowners on Pender Island recently got a
request to give permission to Parks Canada researchers to enter
their privately held lands for the purpose of ecosystem mapping.
People have many questions including questions about how the
data will be used in the future and by whom. Some are
wondering if failure to return the form will be taken to mean an
implied consent. That is, if they don’t return the form with ‘No’
on it, will Parks Canada assume that it is okay to come on their
land. One would expect that it doesn’t mean consent is given but
it would be good if this were clarified to everyone’s satisfaction.
Martha McMahon, North Pender Island 0
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The Divide that United an
Island ~ Usha Rautenbach

A

wealth of Salt Spring history and culture are being
combined in a student play this month, Salt Spring
Centre School’s Salt Spring in 1896-Live!
Salt Spring Centre School’s students are playing the parts of
students who attended the old Divide School, new in September
1896, and, like the centre’s school, situated on Blackburn Road.
The Divide is the steep ridge whose northern side is now
Ganges Hill (there was no town there 110 years ago) and whose
south-facing cliff edge runs north of Cusheon Lake and
Blackburn Road. Before 1896, this aptly-named ridge divided
the north end of the Island from the south end.
In the play, it is surmised that, thanks to local MP J.P. Booth,
the dangerous track over the Divide was improved sufficiently to
enable the farmers of the south end to transport their Fall Fair
entries to the Fall Fair, held in the Central area.
This road that united the two ends of the Island in 1896 is still
known as Old Divide Road. (It wasn’t until the 1920s that the
current Fulford-Ganges Road cutting through the Divide at
Rock-Crusher Corner was created.)
In the play, the Divide School families are growing food for
the first Fall Fair on October 14, 1896, which they can now get to
by the Old Divide Road. The play will include singing and
dancing and a plot that eventually unites the separate families of
the Divide in a sense of one Divide Community pulling together.
Little Rosie Conery was enrolled in the school at the age of 5, to
make up the 15 students required. In the play, as in history, on
the day the Inspector is due she runs away—putting the school’s
future in question. Calamity! Come to Mahon Hall on May 4 or
5 to find out what happened.
Nowadays, the Salt Spring Centre’s students are also
engaged in gardening to produce food from seed for this year’s

DIVIDE, please turn to page 7

Call Us Toll Free for Quotes on:
• Homeowners
• Farm
• Commercial
• Bed & Breakfasts
Salt Spring Island: #1103-115 Fulford-Ganges Road
Doug Guedes • 1-250-537-5527
Sidney: A2 - 9769 Fifth Street
Jason McCutcheon • 1-866-656-9886 • (656-9886)
Brentwood Bay: 7178 W. Saanich Rd
Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)
Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd.
Saanichton: #2-7855 East Saanich Road
Dan Olive • 1-800-663-0807
autoplan

www.seafirstinsurance.com

NOT GETTING THE
MORTGAGE YOU WANT?

Get expert help from
a specialist in non-standard mortgages:
commercial, residential, and non-residents.

Call Leo Lee, AMP
250-514-9280 • leolee@invis.ca
website: www.LeoLee.ca
Former Chief Credit Officer of The Regional Trust Co.

“EXPECT A ROARING SUCCESS!”

What are your
options?

Find out from your
Gulf Islands’ alternative
energy specialists

Energy Options

energyoptions@telus.net

250-537-8371

364 Lower Ganges Rd., Salt Spring Island
electrical contractors • solar • wind • microhydro systems

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE ON VALDES ISLAND

Come on in!
Eric/Wendy Holtz
604.272.0620

www.alumitubs.com

THE LINWOOD
ADVANTAGE

CUSTOM DESIGN
HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
FULL WARRANTY PROGRAM
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING EXPERTISE
CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT

1.888.546.9663

www.linwoodhomes.com
NEW PLAN BOOK NOW AVAILABLE

– Over 100 full colour designs –

4.95

TO

$169,900
7

ACRE LOTS

R ICHARD H ILL

A MEX B ROADWAY W EST R EALTY

604-948-0434

WWW.WESTCOASTLAND.NET
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New Chairs for Bard to Broadway

Qualicum’s The Bard To Broadway Theatre Society (B2B)
announced on April 27 that The Realtors of Royal LePage in
Parksville/Qualicum Beach have donated new, quality chairs for
the 2006 summer season.

Photo: Sue Bailey

Planting seeds

A great way to celebrate Earth Day! Kindergarten students at Pender Island School planted bean, zucchini, and giant pumpkin
seeds. Every year the Pender Islands Farmers’ Institute provides seeds and organic compost for all of the students to take home
and learn how to grow good food for themselves and their families (see also ‘Divide’ story, page 5).
Ellen Willingham, president of the Pender Farmers’ Institute said that this year they are hoping for lots of Fall Fair garden and
produce entries from young people. ‘We have three new educational projects to enter in the Fall Fair—the seed photo collection,
the garden challenge, and the educational project— it’s sure to be lots of fun and there are cash prizes too.’

Arts news on the coast

Nanaimo’s Port Theatre Wins Award

The Port Theatre has been named ‘2006 Presenter of the Year.’
On April 2, the BC Touring Council (BCTC) recognized Sandra
Thomson, director of development & programming, and the
staff and volunteers of The Port Theatre for excellence in
programming and professionalism.
Member agents, artists and managers of the BCTC annually
nominate a presenting theatre which they feel best
demonstrates commitment to artistic and managerial
excellence. The presenting theatre must contribute to awareness
and development of the arts as well as demonstrate community
involvement. This year, Port Theatre received an unusually high
number of nominations. Artists applauded the theatre’s quick
response to artists’ needs and its efforts to bring the artist and
the audience closer together through pre-show chats.
Previous award recipients include the Vernon & District
Performing Arts Centre and the Sid Williams Theatre in
Courtenay.

Bowen Island Festival Receives Grant

Photo: Brian Haller

Bonnets on! Easter headgear at a Mayne Island
community celebration at Dinner Bay Park.

LANCE VAESEN ROOFING
1184 SUMMIT AVE, VICTORIA

STANDING SE AM METAL R OOFING
FO R WATER COLLECTION SYSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE, SHAKE & SHINGLE

250-381-2157

CELL 250-361-5028

FAX 250-383-2198

Serving the Gulf Islands for 21 Years

h) WILL BE UNAVAILABLE UNTIL -ONDAYv

The Bowen Island Arts Council has been awarded $8,500
through the 2010 Legacies Arts Now program.
The Arts Council will receive the funding towards their
second annual Voices in the Sound Festival—Celebrating Bowen
Island. The Festival integrates art, nature, and history, to
celebrate the abundance of arts and culture on Bowen Island.
2010 Legacies Now is a not-for-profit society that works in
partnership with community organizations, non-government
organizations (NGOs), the private sector and all levels of
government to develop sustainable legacies in sport &
recreation, arts, literacy, and volunteerism. Arts Now funding
applications can be found at www.2010LegaciesNow.com or by
calling 604-659-1400.

Pender Island Launches Film Group

After many requests from the community, the Pender Island
Film Group has formed to provide thought-provoking,
mainstream and family films. Showings kicked off with Islander
Sheila Jordan’s film ‘Kathleen’s Closet’ and a summer solstice
celebration with the film ‘Rivers and Tides’. Showings at the
community hall are now at least once a week, Thursday being a
regular night.
With the option for discussion following films, the group is
hoping to foster community dialogue on different topics. Info is
available at: www.penderislands.org/pages/events.html.

SHORELINE DESIGN
www.shorelinedesign.ca

• fully insured

Gardening for Success...
Growell

• excellent
references

Starts with
the right soil
Top Soil
Bark Mulch
Composted Manure
Sand & Gravel
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We load pickup and trailers
We deliver small or large loads
5115 Polkey Rd Duncan
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(250)746-8873

Peter Christenson 250-629-8386

specializing in water access
over steep & rugged terrain

Blue Diamond
Gravel & Turf Ltd.
Monday to Saturday 8 am to 5 pm
www.growell.bc.ca

Bard to Broadway’s chairs—the blue are new, bye-bye plastic.

‘The old uncomfortable chairs are out…No more complaints
from our patrons about those old plastic chairs, the new chairs
are high-quality steel construction and have ample support and
lots of padding for the bottoms,’ said B2B President Chris Lee.
Bard to Broadway’s seventh annual summer repertory
theatre begins at the end of June. Information on their
performances is available at www.b2btheatre.bc.ca.

A Denman Landmark Transforms
into Island Arts Centre

A dedicated group of Denman Islanders saw the potential for an
arts centre in a dilapidated old farmhouse that went on the
market in 2004. The corner property at the top of ferry hill had
belonged to Dora Drinkwater, who lived there for 50 years and
was much loved by the community. (As its founder, Denman’s
volunteer-run library bears her name.) When she passed away,
her house, circa 1908, was in a state of disrepair and went on the
market.
Fearing demolition, two Denman Island residents held a
meeting in their home to see if they could interest enough people
in pooling their resources to buy the 0.79-acre property and
house. Challenges abounded…there was no septic or well, the
house sat on rotting tree stumps and slumped badly to one side.
The roof needed to be replaced, as did the wiring and plumbing.
There was no heating system or insulation. Yet the house had
been well built and underneath five layers of wallpaper, carpet
and linoleum was clear tongue and groove fir.
It was one of just a handful of remaining houses on the Island
of its vintage. The prominent corner lot unifies the village and a
footpath had already been planned to allow walkers and cyclists
safety at the busy intersection. A seasonal creek flows through
the property to the ocean, graced by some lovely big shade trees
and grassy areas.
A plan was made to create a company that would buy and
restore the house and property in the hope that it could be
transformed as a public space and an asset for the community.
The Village House Project was formed and its members now
total 39 community-minded investors. After two years,
renovations are nearly complete.
Arts Denman, celebrating its twentieth year this year, has
developed plans to rent the building and run it as the Denman
Island Arts Centre, starting this month. The Grand Opening has
been scheduled for May 20 with the first workshop in an
impressive Summer and Fall line-up following one week later.
Information is available from www.artsdenman.com.

Victoria Poet Laureate Needed

Partnering with the Greater Victoria Public Library, the City of
Victoria is now accepting applications from local poets
interested in serving as Victoria’s first poet laureate.
Acting as an ambassador and advocate for literacy, literature
and the arts, the term begins June 30, 2006 and runs until
October 30, 2008. Eligible applicants must currently reside or
work in the Capital Region and have published at least two
works (not self-published) that demonstrates their significant
contribution to local literary arts.
Each year of the term, the poet laureate will produce three or
more original works that reflect Victoria’s culture and heritage.
COASTAL ARTS, please turn to next page
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Farmland Forever ~ Derek Masselink

n April 18, the David Suzuki Foundation
released ‘Forever Farmland: Reshaping
the Agricultural Land Reserve for the
21st Century.’ The report calls on the
government to reaffirm its commitment to the
protection of agricultural land by making its
commitment to protect and preserve agricultural
land in perpetuity.
The succinct 30-page report, prepared by
former Georgia Straight editor Charles
Campbell, is peppered with examples of recent
land removals from the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR) that call into question the BC
government’s commitment to protect
agricultural land. The examples illustrate the
increasing pressures that the ALR faces from
development and community interests and
how these interests are slowly but surely being
allowed to whittle the ALR away. ‘Whittlers’
include patient and persistent developers, land
speculators, and desperate municipalities who
are increasingly able to provide convincing
reasons for the removal of land from the ALR.
‘Farmland Forever’ is guided by the Suzuki
Foundation’s ‘Sustainability within a
Generation’ document (authored by North
Pender resident David Boyd). The report calls
for a forward-looking approach to farmland
decision-making—one that considers the needs
and interests of future generations.
With this report, the Suzuki Foundation has
broadened its environmental protection
agenda to include issues related to sustainable
living, which thankfully includes food, and by
association, farmland and farm practices.

A Bit of Background…

BC’s Land Commission Act was brought into
effect on April 18, 1973 by Dave Barrett’s NDP
government. The resulting commission,
appointed by the provincial government,
established a special land-use zone in
partnership with local governments to protect
BC’s dwindling supply of agricultural land. This
zone was called the ‘Agricultural Land Reserve.’
ALR boundaries were based on the capability and
suitability of the land, its present use, local
zoning and input from public hearings.
At the time many farmers were outraged as
the establishment of the ALR effectively removed,
without compensation, development potential
from their farms and reduced real estate value.
The central objective of the original Land
Commission Act was to preserve agricultural
land and encourage the establishment and
maintenance of farms.
Over the years the ALR has grown and
currently encompasses about 5% of the
province—4,760,000 hectares. However, this
growth is misleading in that, since its inception,

90% of the land added to the ALR has been less
productive land located in northern BC. The
Lower Mainland, Vancouver Island (including
the Gulf Islands), and the Okanagan have
experienced a net loss of more than 35,000
hectares. Put another way, 72% of land lost
from the ALR has been in the more productive
areas of southern BC.

Increasingly Easy to
Develop Farmland

‘Forever Farmland’ suggests that ambiguous
wording of the existing policies of the ALR (and
its governing body the Agricultural Land
Commission) coupled with the regionalization
of decision-making for proposed exclusions,
have made it easier for would-be whittlers to
argue that the removal of land from the ALR is in
the best interest of the province.
Case in point: in the four years preceding
March 2005, the Land Commission approved
for removal 71% of the 7,500 hectares of
agricultural reserve lands that was under
consideration. On Vancouver Island the removal
rate during this period approached 87%.

More Pressure to Release
Land From the ALR

Today the Agricultural Land Commission is
bombarded by an increasing number of
applications to remove agricultural land from
the reserve. A growing provincial population
coupled with the development of southern
valleys is putting increased pressure on
agricultural lands.
According to ‘Forever Farmland’ the
provincial commitment to farmland, a limited
and therefore precious resource, is not equal to
the challenge. A number of recent and
proposed removals suggest that the BC
government is slowly bowing to pressure from
outside interests, which increasingly includes
municipal
councils.
Government’s
acquiescence to the short-term development
demands from a number of municipalities calls
into question its long-term legal obligation to
preserve farmland as a ‘scarce and provincially
significant asset.’
‘Forever Farmland’ concludes with a
number of lengthy recommendations. Four key
recommendations include:
1. The provincial government must give
clear, comprehensive direction to the
commission to remain focused on the long-term;
2. The application process for removals
from the ALR must be more open and
transparent;
3. The Agricultural Land Commission must
be enabled to carry out its original mandate of

Tsawout Band members pay a spring visit to their ancestral lands on Saturna Island.

Gulf Island libraries get $17,000 for
OneCard program

Libraries on Salt Spring and Pender Island will receive funding from the BC Government to
expand the OneCard program and improve access to services. When it is fully operational,
OneCard will enable library patrons to register their library card in their home community and use
it to check out materials from other participating libraries.
Salt Spring Island Public Library will receive $9,000, Pender Island Public Library, $8,000.
Participation in the program is voluntary, but BC public libraries are only entitled to a share of
the $3.25 million in one-time funding if they commit to launching the OneCard system. Public
libraries must also commit to working with the Ministry of Education and BC’s 60 school districts
to give every school-age student a public library card. 0

We supply:

• harvesting systems
• design
• installation
• service

• steel cisterns –
polypropylene-lined,
5,000 – 30,000 gal.
• first flush diverters,
debris pails, high
capacity filters

BOB BURGESS

tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnnection.com
Visit our new site: www.rainwaterconnection.com

John Gower Design Ltd
Custom home design

FARMLAND, please turn to page 11

VOTING REFERENDUM from page 1
banning donations from societies. The government should go further, prohibiting union and
corporate contributions as well. Then we should implement public financing as under the new
federal laws which give parties $1.79 per vote per year. Voters would then determine the level of
funding received by political parties,’ explains Carr.
‘Finally, the government should lower the STV referendum bar from 60% to 50% plus one.
These three measures would accelerate democratic reform and restore peoples’ confidence in our
democratic system,’ concludes Carr. 0
DIVIDE from page 5
Fall Fair. This is part of a new program launched by the Islands Farmers Institute. ‘Reaching Out
To Youth,’ which encourages agricultural learning, already involves students from Fernwood
Elementary, and Fulford Environmental School as well as Salt Spring Centre School.
To hear more stories of the Divide, attend the Historical Society presentation on Wednesday,
May 10 at Salt Spring’s Central Hall. 0
COASTAL ARTS from previous page
They must also present works of significance at seven civic events or formal functions, such as City
Council meetings and the annual City of Victoria Butler Book Prize awards event. The poet laureate
will receive an honourarium of $1,500 each year of the term.
Poets laureate date back centuries and are currently in place in six other Canadian cities as well
as within provincial and federal governments.

Application details are available from the Administration Office, Greater Victoria Public
Library, 735 Broughton Street and the City of Victoria website: www.victoria.ca.0

FUEL-EFFICIENT, COST-EFFECTIVE WOOD HEATING

BC Mountain Homes

Stock plans & plan modifications
604 221 0336 www.bcmountainhomes.com

Back! By Popular Demand

Hands-On Stonebuilding Workshop
Saturday 17 & Sunday 18 June on North Pender Island
Hands-on, site preparation and building of mortared retaining walls and
stone steps. Introductory workshop
covering most topics with hands-on stonecutting,
foundation
building,
mortar
preparation
and
stonebuilding experience.
Renowned BC stonemasonry teacher, Bill Child is back for
his only workshop on the coast this year. Instructional
materials and tools provided for the workshop.
Fee: $250 +gst

Got More Time?
Join us the day before and the day after the workshop as well for our Apprentice Days,
an opportunity for more hands-on and individual coaching. All four days: $500+gst
All days train on a work-in-progress and learn from completed projects.
Transportation, food and lodging not included in courses fees. Bring your own personal
safety gear including: work gloves, safety glasses, steel-toe work boots and knee pads.
Come prepared for rain or sun and bring a lunch each day.
For more information contact:
Christa Grace-Warrick 250-629-3660, g-wcommunications@cablelan.net

Serving the Gulf Islands & Greater Victoria
For over 25 Years

Invest Ethically

Sales / Installations

Ark Solar Products Ltd.
#6 – 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Phone:

(250) 386-7643

Caring where your money is invested
can go hand in hand with good returns.
Learn more at: www.pinchgroup.ca

(250) 405-2468
(877) 405-2400
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New legislation reduces government transparency

On April 28, the Canadian Taxpayers Federation (CTF) expressed
dismay at new BC government legislation, saying it will choke off
transparency and accountability. ‘It’s shameful that this
government—which promised to be the most open, accountable
and democratic government in Canada—would introduce
legislation to effectively shut off public scrutiny. It’s the ultimate
act of hypocrisy,’ said Sara MacIntyre, BC director for the CTF.
The government introduced Bill 30, Miscellaneous Statutes
and Bill 23, Public Inquiry Act to the legislature last week. Bill 30
is a set of amendments to the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) that provides a blanket of
exemptions, reducing government accountability. Bill 30 deals
with public inquiries and gives the government complete
discretion with respect to disclosing the findings of a public inquiry
and allows the government to terminate a public inquiry or

T

arbitrarily change its terms of reference without notice, says the
CTF.
‘Incredibly, this government’s only legislative agenda this
session is to squeeze public access to government documents. The
new FIPPA amendments, for example, grant numerous
exemptions including the disclosure of government contracts,’
noted MacIntyre. ‘Haven’t we learned anything from the
sponsorship scandal? The lack of transparency and accountability
of federal advertising contracts allowed taxpayers’ money to be
funneled back to ad executives. Now, the BC government wants to
exclude government contracts from the Freedom of Information
provisions. The only question to ask is, ‘Why?’
The Canadian Taxpayers Federation is urging the
government to withdraw Bill 30 and significantly amend the
Public Inquiry Act. 0

Southern Gulf Islands CRD Director’s Report ~ Susan DeGryp

ALUMINUM BOAT BUILDING
Robert Jackson • 250-337-5309
www.jaxoncraft.com • Comox, BC

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

his year’s property tax notices will be in the mail shortly
and I’d like to take this opportunity to clarify a few things.
The Capital Regional District (CRD) requisitions the
Surveyor of Taxes annually to cover the costs of the services that
they provide to the residents of the Southern Gulf Islands. The
surveyor also collects provincial taxes for schools, roads and
policing in unincorporated areas, such as the Southern Gulf
Islands and Salt Spring Island.
This year, the province has increased homeowner grants by
$100, as well as increasing the eligibility threshold for grant to
$780,000. This will help to offset increases in assessed property
values.
The main tax increases that we share with the entire region
are; debt servicing for the CRD Hospital District; 911
Telecommunication Service; the costs associated with hiring a
General Manager for Planning and Protective Services who will
oversee Regional Planning, Bylaws, Animal Control, etc; the
building of a new, larger animal shelter; and increasing the
conservation fund for regional parks.
The costs that we share with the other Electoral Areas (Juan
De Fuca and Salt Spring Island), have been affected by an
increase in CREST (Emergency Communications) and the
hiring of a new Protective Services Manager who will review and
consolidate emergency plans in the electoral areas. These
increases will mean an additional $20 per average residential
assessment.
Within the Southern Gulf Islands, the main differences you

APPENDIX A
To Order No. G-37-06

TELEPHONE: 604 660-4700
BC TOLL FREE: 1 800 663-1385
FACSIMILE: 604 660-1102

SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6Z 2N3 CANADA
website: www.bcuc.com

NOTICE OF PROCEDURAL CONFERENCE

will see are an increase in operating costs for our local fire
departments, mainly due to fuel prices; the rising cost of
maintaining and operating our local parks and recreation
programs, and the necessity of building a reserve fund for our
small craft harbours’ maintenance and future repairs. There
have also been decreases in the cost of some services.

Ferry ‘Coast Cards’

I want to thank the Queen Of Cumberland ferry passengers for
their input regarding BC Ferries Corporation’s proposed ‘Coast
Cards,’ replacing commuter tickets. As a member of the Ferry
Advisory Board, I took these comments to a recent meeting. On
March 2, I attended a rally on the Legislature steps to support
Northern Islands in a protest against the Coast Cards. I spoke
again on this issue at a specially arranged meeting of regional
directors from up and down the coast with BCFS executives,
held during the Association of Vancouver Island Coastal
Communities’ conference in April.
At that meeting the BCFS executives announced that Coast
Cards were permanently ‘on hold’ due to the pressure from
northern ferry users—I have to think your comments had an
effect as well. The main concerns that I voiced were: the cost
associated with each family member having to buy their own
card thus creating a hardship for families with multiple
members and the proposed ninety-day expiration date.

Other Items of Interest

I participated in an Emergency Preparedness Workshop where I
learned a lot about what we need to prepare for and how to go
about preparing for it. I believe our team on the Southern Gulf
Islands is doing a stellar job for all of us.
The CRD board of directors unanimously supported my
recommendations to alter the administration and management
of access to the foreshore and I have had a meeting with the
Minister of Transportation to facilitate this process. I will keep
constituents informed of any developments.
I have learned a great deal in these first five months of my
tenure and I realize that this is just the tip of the iceberg. I
continue to need islanders input and assistance to be effective
and responsible in my position as your CRD Director. 0

An Application by British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority
for the Review of the F2007 and F2008 Revenue Requirements Application (“RRA”)
and for the Review of the 2006 Integrated Electricity Plan
and the Approval of the 2006 Long-Term Acquisition Plan
Date:

Friday, May 19, 2006

Time:

9:00 a.m.

Location:

Commission Hearing Room
12th Floor, 1125 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C.

General Board Meeting Notice
Wednesday, May 31, 2006

THE APPLICATIONS
On March 29, 2006, British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (“BC Hydro”) filed with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (“the Commission”) the
2006 Integrated Electricity Plan (“2006 IEP”) and the Long-Term Action Plan (“LTAP”). The 2006 IEP is a long-term plan that describes how BC Hydro could
meet customers’ electricity needs over a 20-year planning horizon and the resource options available to meet those needs under a variety of assumptions
and risks. The LTAP is an action plan supported by the 2006 IEP. It itemizes the actions BC Hydro intends to take in the next 10 years to meet customers’
electricity needs as part of BC Hydro’s overall planning and resource acquisition process.
The 2006 IEP and LTAP requests that the Commission issue an Order which: (i) states that the LTAP meets the requirements of Section 45 (6.1) of the Utilities
Commission Act (“UCA”); (ii) makes specific determinations under Section 45 (6.2) of the UCA with respect to certain expenditures submitted in the LTAP;
and (iii) approves the transmission LTAP plan and contingency plans for inclusion in the utility’s Network Integrated Transmission Service (“NITS”) application.
By letter dated March 15, 2006, BC Hydro applied for certain orders regarding the F2007 and F2008 revenue requirements, including an order approving
current customer rates as interim, effective April 1, 2006. By Order No. G-32-06 dated March 23, 2006, the Commission approved current customer rates as
interim, effective April 1, 2006.
The Commission wishes to ensure that affected parties have an opportunity to understand the Applications and their implications for reliability and security
of electricity supply, rate stability and customer rates. The Commission also wishes to hear from affected parties before determining the public process
necessary for the disposition of the Applications.
THE REGULATORY PROCESS
The Commission will hold a Procedural Conference in Vancouver on Friday, May 19, 2006, to discuss procedural matters related to the RRA and the 2006
IEP and LTAP.
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE APPLICATIONS
The 2006 IEP and LTAP are available for inspection at the following locations:
BC Hydro
17th Floor, 333 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 5R4
Telephone: 604 623-4046

Presentation Guidelines:
A written request is required to make a presentation
to the Board. Requests should include the general
nature and viewpoint of the presentation and
groups/organizations must identify one individual as
the spokesperson. Presentations will be limited to a
maximum of 10 minutes.
Questions for the Board:
Questions must also be submitted in advance of the
meeting to allow for a considered response.

BC Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3
Telephone: 604 660-4700

The 2006 IEP and LTAP are also available for viewing on the following websites:
www.bchydro.com
www.bcuc.com
The RRA will be made available at the same locations and websites.
REGISTERING TO PARTICIPATE
Persons who expect to actively participate in the review process or processes and Procedural Conference should register as Intervenors with the Commission.
Intervenors will receive copies of the Applications, all correspondence and filed documents. Persons not expecting to actively participate should register with
the Commission as Interested Parties and will receive a copy of the Applications’ summaries, all Orders issued, as well as the Commission’s Decision(s).
Intervenors and Interested Parties should inform the Commission Secretary, in writing, by Friday, May 12, 2006, of their intention to become Intervenors or
Interested Parties with respect to the 2006 IEP and LTAP and/or the RRA, and their intention to attend the Procedural Conference.
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information, please contact Mr. Robert J. Pellatt, Commission Secretary, or Ms. Eileen Cheng, Senior Economist, Strategic Services, as follows:
Telephone: 604 660-4700
Facsimile: 604 660-1102

The Vancouver Island Health Authority Board of
Directors is holding its regular General Board
meeting:
Wednesday, May 31, 2006 at 1:30 pm
Queen Alexandra Centre for Children’s Health
2400 Arbutus Road, Victoria, BC
In addition to conducting its regular business, there
will also be a limited amount of time set aside for
scheduled presentations from the public and to
respond to questions submitted in advance of the
meeting.

B.C. Toll Free 1 800 663-1385
Email: Commission.Secretary@bcuc.com
A06-141

Note: Should the number of applications exceed the
time available at the meeting it may not be possible to
schedule all presentations. You will be contacted to
confirm whether or not you have been selected to
make a presentation.
Presentations will not be accepted without prior
arrangement and questions from the floor will not be
addressed.
Written questions or requests for presentations to the
VIHA Board must be submitted before 4:00 pm on
Monday, May 15, 2006 by fax to (250) 370-8750 or
by email to janet.shute@viha.ca or by mail to:
Vancouver Island Health Authority, Executive Office,
1952 Bay Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1J8
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Dealing with Government XXVI

The Myth of Transformative Change

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve News

Patrick Brown

Helene Chabot, Cam Sanjivi, and Rundi Koppang
impenetrable carpet in fields and open areas.
Archaeology Program

A

t all levels of government, increasing
political polarization results in pressure
for greater changes in policy between
successive governments of different parties.
The long-standing tendency to elect legislative
bodies with centrist majorities now tends to
give way to the election of ideological parties
with weak majorities, or even minorities.
Elections in nations, provinces, and
municipalities frequently demonstrate almost
50/50 splits between neo-conservatives and
socialists, haves and have-nots, major ethnic
groups, city dwellers and rural residents,
libertarians and communitarians, and other
we/they identifications.
It’s not that the spectrum of political ideas
has changed from a broad range to the
domination of extremes. Rather, the process of
political communication surrounding elections
no longer serves to illustrate subtle differences
at the centre; instead, differences are now
expressed in simplified extremes by ‘sound
bite’ media. We have dumbed down the
discussion to the point that voters are invited to
identify either with broadly sketched ideologies
or equally broadly sketched individuals. It is
therefore not surprising that, following
elections, we don’t get what we expected.
First of all, we get ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. Like
a basketball game in which the score is 104 102, it doesn’t matter how little you win by, as
long as you win. Losers get nothing.
The party that wins is quick to claim a
‘mandate’ for its whole ideology; or the
individual that wins claims absolute power.
Neither dare recognize that almost as many
(and sometimes more) voters voted against
them as for them. Victory is always treated as
absolute; a ‘mandate’ brooks no argument.
If the victory represents an ideological
change, and particularly if the campaign was
waged on the need for change, then nothing
short of change will do. And not evolutionary
change, but ‘transformative change.’
The redundancy of this phrase may be
excused on the basis that it is intended not only
to change, but to demonstrate change. (In fact,
sometimes apparent change is more important
than real change.)
BLACK GOLD from page 2
But note especially the ‘total supply’ in
605(a). This is defined as domestic production,
plus domestic inventory, plus other imports.
How does this work?
Canada’s ‘total supply’ in December 2005
was about 573,000 cubic metres/day (a cubic
metre is about 6.3 barrels). Of this, about
438,000 m3/d was produced in Canada, and
about 135,000 m3/d imported to supply
eastern Canada. Of the total, some 300,000
m3/d were consumed in Canada, and the
remaining 273,000 exported (48% of the total),
virtually all to the US.
Now, suppose that Canadian consumption
rose by 50,000 m3/d (this would be about
16%). Whether the additional oil came from
imports, or whether it represented an increase
in Canadian production (or some
combination), the US would be entitled to an
additional 46,000 m3/d. So if we consume
more oil, the US is entitled to increased exports
from us, whether we produce it or import it.
But how about a more likely scenario: that a
Chinese company invested in an oil sands
plant, and Canada ended up exporting an
additional 50,000 m3/d, produced by the
plant, to China. Once again, the US is entitled to
an additional 46,000 m3/d from Canada. If
Canada attempts to export to anyone other
than the US, the US, under NAFTA, is entitled
to an increase in its guaranteed supply.
Clearly, this would make it very difficult for

But change there must be, even if its
advantages have not been well worked out, or
cannot be demonstrated or explained. The
beauty of ideology at either extreme of the
political spectrum is that there seems no need
to attempt to explain the virtues of its policies to
the opposition, or to negotiate with those who
might be affected. The assumed total mandate
makes this unnecessary. The essential
characteristic of change is that it must be
clearly transformative.
Previous policies, no matter how longhoned by experience and constant adjustment,
are totally abandoned. Transitional effects are
ignored. (For a new government revenge is,
briefly, too sweet to ignore.)
The result is often sudden, often botched,
and frequently unsuccessful. Oh yes, there is
change all right, but whatever its objectives
were, it will be some time, possibly years,
before it is possible to evaluate its effects, good
or bad. And in the meantime, the political
objective is achieved. Change has occurred.
The electorate is often right to be surprised
by the extent of change, the clumsy and hurried
method of its execution, the unexpected side
effects. They are right to be shocked by the poor
quality of the decisions, and suspicious of
reorganization, privatization, restructuring,
financial and other long-term or permanent
changes undertaken early in the life of a new
government. They are right to suspect that
these moves may be ultimately destructive,
either to the citizenry or to government itself.
Opposition is not necessarily suitable
training for government. Politics may
encourage transformational change; but
responsible government dictates evolutionary
change.
The problem lies when the sudden
assumption of power by those previously in
opposition blinds them to the difference
between politics and government. Continuing
partisanship makes the situation worse.
Intelligent and respectful legislative debate
would make it better, and might serve to make
‘transformative change’ more sensible. 0

Last fall, two Parks Canada archaeologists and
three First Nations heritage workers inventoried
archaeological sites at campgrounds, picnic sites,
and other high use areas on park reserve land.
This spring, the archaeology crew continues their
assessments on Saturna Island, and if time
permits, they will survey park areas on the
Penders. Only park reserve land will be visited.
The crew identifies and maps cultural sites such
as middens, culturally modified trees, burial
places, and old homesteads. This information
will help us manage and protect the national
park archaeology sites. For project information,
contact Helene Chabot, Cultural Program
Coordinator, at (250) 654-4016.

Non-native Plants

Is that a seed on your sock? As you travel from
island to island, you can help prevent the
spread of non-native plants by: brushing off
plant material (seeds, pollen, etc.) from hair,
skin, clothing and your pets; checking
footwear, socks and bottoms of feet; examining
all gear and equipment; and inspecting ground
sheets, tents and tarps brought to the islands.
Seventy-five non-native plant species have
been inventoried on the park’s islands and islets.
These plants out-compete and displace native
plants, changing the natural habitat. The current
removal program focuses on Scotch broom,
Himalayan blackberry, and the most recent
invader, Carpet burweed. Burweed, found on
campsites on D’Arcy Island, was probably
brought to the area on tents or groundsheets. It
is highly aggressive, forming a dense, almost

Canada to effectively substitute exports
overseas for exports to the US. The only thing
that’s for sure, however, is that the US will take
all the oil we can supply.

Commentary

What does all this demonstrate?
1. It shows why the US wanted NAFTA—to
lock up Canadian oil. Also shows what poor
negotiators Canadians were—now we have no
choices.
2. It shows that the Mexicans had more
sense than Canadians.
3. As the oil Canada produces gradually
changes from conventional to tar sands (3x the
GHGs) with its attendant additional energy use
and environmental destruction, Canada
produces more GHGs, has less ability to meet
its Kyoto targets, and is generally up a creek.
4. This basic agreement, which most people
don’t understand, means that Canada sustains
the damage, and the US gets the oil. 0

In 1992, Maxwell International Baha’i
students began removing non-native plants
from parklands. Since then, almost 500
participants (437 volunteers) have contributed
over 2800 hours to this effort. Recent
assessments show that headway is being made.
For project information, contact Invasive
Species Plant Representative, Cam Sanjivi at
(250) 654-4003.

Staff Update

Jay Leopkey joins the Outer Islands’ warden
team this summer. Currently from Jasper, he
has worked in Yoho, Pacific Rim, and Riding
Mountain. Jay enjoys cycling, hiking, diving,
mountaineering and spending time with family.
Warden Cameron Sanjivi moves from
Sidney to an Outer Island this summer. Cam
has a background in criminology and natural
resource management and he coordinates
plant removal programs in the park. He speaks
Hindi and enjoys surfing, mountain biking,
trekking and camping.
Saturna warden Leila Sumi moves to Sidney
for the next 6 months, on assignment as law
enforcement coordinator for the park and
training a new recruit park warden.
Sara Sandwith joins the interpretation
team, and will be based in Sidney. Sara has a
background in geography and marine biology.
Sara speaks English, Spanish and French. She
is an actress, dancer and musician, and is an
avid traveller, cyclist, hiker and kayaker.
For information on the park, contact the
main office at (250) 654-4000. 0

Count yourself
in today!
Please complete and return your
census form today online at
www.census2006.ca or by mail in the
yellow envelope. It is important
to count everyone in your
household, including yourself.

plete and
Please comestionnaire
qu
return your e or by mail.
onlin

tourner
mplir et re
Veuillez re tionnaire en ligne
votre quesposte.
ou par la

The census tells us about people who live
in Canada. This information is used to
make decisions about employment,
education, training, transportation, and
services for everyone from children to seniors.
By law, the information you provide is kept confidential.

Ed’s note: What’s the matter with us? I doubt
that any other major producer of oil is
charging its own citizens world oil prices!
How fair can you get? However Canadian
citizens are more aware of the real cost of oil.
Since 2001, ‘Island Tides’ has run a series of
articles about oil. You can read the complete
series on-line, click to ‘Black Gold’ in the ‘Back
Issues
and
Reprints’
section
of
www.islandtides.com). 0

For more information:
Visit www.census2006.ca or
call 1 877 594-2006. 1 888 243-0730 TTY
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VIHA releases five-year
strategic plan

Following extensive consultation with the public and key
stakeholders across the region, the Vancouver Island Health
Authority (VIHA) board has released its Five-Year Strategic
Plan.
The plan focuses on five strategic priorities including:
improving the health of Aboriginal and rural and remote
populations; developing and implementing a comprehensive
primary health care strategy; building a sustainable network of
hospitals; becoming a Centre of Excellence for seniors’ care; and
integrating Mental Health and Addictions Services.
Highlights of the plan include:
• A net increase of 658 complex care beds, 876 assisted living
beds and 160 transitional beds for seniors between 2005 and
2010—in keeping with the provincial government’s
commitment to add 5,000 new care beds for seniors across the
province by 2008;
• An increase of 313 beds for people struggling with mental
health and addictions issues, including supportive living beds,
rehabilitation beds and geriatric beds;
• 16 new withdrawal management and residential
stabilization beds for youth suffering with addictions,
particularly those with addictions to crystal meth; and,
• 12 new acute psychiatric intensive care beds.
‘VIHA’s Five-Year Strategic Plan offers a blueprint to future
improvements and enhancements that reflect the concerns
voiced in the consultation process and will allow us to better
meet the needs of our communities into the future,’ said VIHA
President and Chief Executive Officer Howard Waldner. ‘The
plan will be updated on an ongoing basis as we continue to
receive input from the public and will be adjusted as new
priorities emerge.’
In recent years, said Waldner, tremendous progress has
been made to improve coordination and integration of services
across the Health Authority including increases in surgical
capacity, reductions in residential wait times and more
treatment options for people struggling with addictions or
coping with mental illness. He added the plan builds on that
success and will result in even better care for patients. 0

The Strategic Plan, Summary Document, Statistical
Supplement and a feedback link are available on line at
www.viha.ca/about_viha/accountability/strategic_plan_2010.
MINING from page 1
one of the fastest growing bedroom communities in BC, with
burgeoning tourism and real estate markets. Now we are risking
our health, our water sources, the environment and the future of
this area for a private foreign-owned company who is planning
to sell gravel to California for a paltry $22 a ton before expenses.’
While PPA is currently preparing for a provincial
environmental assessment review, the FOSP are gathering
petition signatures, arriving from across the province,
demanding that the project be subjected to a far more rigorous
federal environmental review. 0
FARMLAND from page 7
agricultural preservation; and
4. The province must develop policies that support the
viability of farms and farmlands.

Growing a Provincial Food Culture

Today the economic viability of farming is in question.
Escalating land, machinery, fuel, labour and processing costs,
coupled with increased regulations and the low cost of imported
food, conspire to make farming a very difficult way to make a
living. With over 50% of the food that feeds us coming from
outside of our province, our personal food choices are
contributing to the elimination of our farmers.
The sprawling manner in which we develop our
communities further secures the fate of our farmland. Given this
situation it is understandable why some of our farmers might be
interested in seeing their farm excluded from the Reserve and
headed for development; in this way they might get some sort of
return on their investment.

Community Values

In an easily overlooked section of the report, the greatest
challenge faced by agriculture today is finally touched on,
‘British Columbia has many issues to confront beyond the
simple protection of our agricultural land base through good
land-use planning and decision-making. Agricultural values are
best protected when community-based processes instill values
supportive of agriculture. Ultimately, rules are no substitute for
culture. We need to continue to foster community values that
understand and support the activity that feeds us.’
For the sake of farmers and farms, let us hope that we can
develop this understanding and appreciation before it is too late.
Hopefully, future reports from organizations like the Suzuki
Foundation will focus on how to make farming a viable and
provincially appreciated activity.

Nothing New But…

The Suzuki Foundation report doesn’t reveal any new
information or insights regarding the threat to, or protection of,
British Columbia’s agricultural lands. Its utility is in the timely
release and balanced critique of the ALR and the ALC at a time
when a number of controversial agricultural land removals are
up for decision.

Copies of the ‘Forever Farmland’ report are available for
download at www.davidsuzuki.org/files/SWAG/DSF-ALRfinal3.pdf. 0
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AUTOMOTIVE

SIDNEY
TRANSMISSIONS

• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
4Road test by qualified
technician
4Cleanand inspect
transmission pan
440-point driveline
safety check

only

.95
39
for cars

$

*

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)
* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

1-877-655-3707
Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW
(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

GSA Auto
Rentals & Sales
Monthly
Rentals
from $525.
Mention this ad and
get an additional
10% off.

Rent/Lease/Buy
Quality Used Cars & Trucks

We will pick you up
from Ferries and Airport

655-5038
1-800-809-0788

SIDNEYCARS.COM

WANTED

Parking for a tricycle within walking
distance of Otter Bay Terminal
needed. Will pay a fair rent. Any
location on MacKinnon Rd is OK.
shark@gulfnet.sd64.bc.ca 250-6296046.

FOR RENT

Gardener's dream on Saturna. Live
and work at this prime location for
horticultural home business. Trailer
home, garden, greenhouse and gift
shop. Lease negotiable. 250-5392975

ISLAND EXPLORER

PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT LTD.

250-654-0230

Southern Gulf

House & Cottage Rentals

PENDER ISLAND LONG TERM:
Private and comfortable living. 2
bedrooms + den/office. All new
appliances–$700. Ocean Views,
furnished, three bedrooms, interior
knotty pine, cathedral ceilings$1000.
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

HEALTH

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Acupuncture

Used by people for
over 3000 years and
recognized by the
World Health
Organization as a safe,
effective, drug-free
therapy for many
common health problems.

Trevor Erikson, R.Ac
Registered Acupuncturist
For an appointment call the
Pender Island Health Centre:

629-3322

MEETINGS

School District #64 (Gulf Islands).A
regular meeting of the Board of
School Trustees will be held at the
Mayne
Island
School
on
Wednesday, May 10 commencing
at 1pm. Public Welcome!

HOME & PROPERTY SERIVCES

FORMERLY ARMOUR ROOFING

• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599

Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

www.flynn.ca

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

Well Drillers

Specializing in…

PVC Deck Membranes
& Aluminum Railings
for Sundecks, Garage
Decks and Roofdecks.
C A LL D AVE W O O DE
C ONT RAC T ING :

25 0- 5 37 -2 9 9 0 o r
1- 8 00 - 8 04 -6 28 8

Servicing the Gulf Islands

REAL ESTATE

539-5252 or
250-478-6937

GETAWAYS
MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

FOR SALE

1987 Bluebird School Bus - 72
passenger, fully camperized,
beautiful pine interior, tilework.
Bedroom, bathroom, woodstove.
Digital photos available, located
near Nanaimo. $5500 obo. 250-9822348.

MARINE

ISLAND
MARINE

CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES

Ph: 250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

www.islandmarine.ca

Satire ~ Patrick Brown

Anniversary Island Seeks Rezoning
Clamcatcher Development Corporation issued a press release on
April 1 that, they said, will be ‘great news for everyone who ever
wanted their own waterfront property.’ The company, which
used to be a closely held Vancouver mining company (part of the
Conglomerate conglomerate) and has in the past spearheaded
projects in bottled water (‘Clam Up’), run-of-the-strait electric
power production (‘the Clam Generation’), and seafoodflavoured doughnuts (‘Clambits’), is proposing a radical plan for
the development of Anniversary Island.
Clamcatcher’s scheme is to strata title the intertidal area that
surrounds the Island. This new ‘tidal title’ scheme was conceived
by Washington Bivalve, spokesman for the company, after he
spent an unanticipated night on the tiny Island as a result of the
sudden deflation of his vessel during a gamefishing expedition.
‘Our novel approach to development will enable Anniversary
Island to be more than a wildlife playground,’ he commented.
Bivalve admitted that a few OCP changes will be needed, and
Clamcatcher plans to approach the Saturna Island Trust
Committee, which has jurisdiction over the Island, over the next
few weeks.
The tide, observed Bivalve, goes up and down, revealing new
potential for development for every hour of ebb, and creating
new waterfront lots every hour on the flood. Clamcatcher plans
to create a large number of lots, each with fifty feet of waterfront,
and sell them as timeshares.
At the high tide mark, lots will be available virtually yearround, while during spring tides, lower-priced lots will be
occasionally revealed.
The time to be shared will be measured in hours, but many
lots will be available to their owners four times a day throughout
the year. For example, a one-hour lot at a mid-tide location
would be available for approximately 60 days a year, well within
the restrictions proposed for similar developments elsewhere on

POLLUTION from page 3
publishing non-compliance information in mid-2001.) After
disputing that fee, the BC government’s asking price increased
more than seven-fold. Last month, Sierra Legal took the case to the
BC Information and Privacy Commissioner.
Now Sierra Legal is arguing over the accuracy and consistency
of statements made publicly by the BC government and in the
Environment Ministry’s submissions. Although the province
estimates that nearly 500 facilities in BC have a ‘known or likely
human health impact,’ the Ministry claims in its submissions that
non-compliance reporting does not serve the public interest. Yet at
the same time, the BC Environment Minister has announced

the Islands. Other lots, lower on the Island, may be more
suitable for marina use, but Bivalave points out that even
moorage space (up to 50 feet) is hard to find nowadays.
The intertidal zone is legally under the control of the provincial
government, and Clamcatcher has already made application to the
Ministry of Water, Rock, and Mud for a long-term lease. The
application allows a vertical strip of rock, ten feet wide on the most
precipitous shore of the Island, to be reserved for park access. This
would permit visitors in small boats to dock for short periods of
time. In return for this public amenity, Clamcatcher has requested
a complex density swap which would permit the development of
condominiums on the southern end of the Island. Once again,
these condominiums would be situated on tidal title lots, but
temporary residential use would be permitted.
Clamcatcher plans extensive consultation with residents,
combined with aggressive marketing. Discussions with the
cormorant population have already been held, and the seals
have already been consulted, Bivalve says. Most of the wildlife
are already frequent users of the park portion, and Bivalve says
that this will not change; they will just have to negotiate with lot
owners should they wish to enter the water. Once again, he
expects the market to prevail, with high-end lot owners able to
command a premium for virtually year-round access.
Clamcatcher expects that many of the low-end (or low tide)
lots will be suitable for aquaculture, and seeks additional
concessions from the Saturna Trust Committee in return for the
industrial development and jobs created. While many of these
jobs will be part-time and seasonal, Bivalve plans to form a
marketing organization, tentatively titled the Clamcatcher Cooperative Condominium Conglomerate, to market seaweed,
algae and barnacles. The company will be marketed as an
income trust to Torontonians; the outgoing Mr Bivalve
comments, ‘You can trust the incoming tide. 0
plans to resume this very reporting. Further, contrary to
comments by the Environment Minister, Sierra Legal did not turn
down free information on the province’s polluters.
Sierra Legal’s reply submission emphasizes a similar situation
in Ontario. After the Toronto District School Board had estimated
a total cost of $6,000 to hand over requested records, the
applicant appealed that cost and was subsequently told the revised
fee would be over 5 million dollars. An adjudicator later ruled the
higher estimate to be ‘unfair’ and threw it out.
The Commissioner could have a decision finalized within a
few months. 0
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Special Report ~ Naomi Wilde

Nuclear Power: Dream
Energy Source or
Nightmare?

This week, the week of the 20th anniversary of Chernobyl, has
spurred much debate and thought throughout the world. The
importance of this anniversary has brought to the fore the fact
that in recent decades the nuclear power industry has grasped
the world’s increasing environmental concern over fossil fuels
and attempted to invent an ‘environmentally friendly’ image.
Contentious, oft-touted, and equally oft refuted, what are the
pros (such as they are—no disguising it, I found them limited)
and the cons (numerous and chilling in their implications) of
nuclear power?
The arguments in favour of nuclear power often go thus: we
have founded our economy on fossil fuels, global warming is
proving this to be a rather large mistake (no argument here) and
nuclear power offers a cheap, efficient and highly effective
alternative. Arguments in favour also often portray it as an
immediate solution; and portray solar, wind, or geothermal
energy as being too expensive and not fully developed.

Photo: CRD Parks

Galiano’s Matthews Point park links to Bluff Park
with new purchase

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick

Nicholas and Naomi Wilde are presented with an Islands
Trust stewardship award, by North Pender Island Trustee
Gary Steeves on Earth Day.

First is it truly cheap? To quote the David Suzuki Foundation
it would appear not: ‘The last 20 fission reactors built in the US
had an average cost of $5,000 per kilowatt of capacity; the last
one built in Canada cost $4,000 per kilowatt. Compare these
prices to the current prices for large-scale wind power and
natural gas plants, currently at $1,200 and $1,000 per kilowatt
respectively.’
But, of course, this is generally countered with claims that
wind power (or other sustainable alternative energy sources)

Accommodation & Attractions
Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands

ADVERTISE!

The Haven B&B
In Peaceful Victoria

Close to UVic, hospital & the
ocean. Organic breakfasts,
private bathrooms. $40-$60

250-598-7015

250-629-3660

Delia’s Shangri-La
Oceanfront B&B
360º Breathtaking
Oceanfront Views

On May 2, CRD Regional Parks and its partners, The Land
Conservancy of British Columbia, acquired a piece of property
on Galiano Island identified as Matthews Point 3.
This piece will be added to previously purchased Matthews
Point I (1999) and Matthews Point 2 (2005), which create the
current Matthews Point Regional Park. Located on one of the
southern-most points of Galiano Island, on the north shore of
Active Pass, in an area of outstanding natural beauty, the park
will now encompass 32.8 hectares. In addition, this purchase
provides a vital link to Bluff Park to the west, owned and
maintained by the Galiano Club. The vision of a hiking trail
extending from Matthews Point, west, then north and east, to
Whaler Bay, on the east of side of Galiano, is now one step
closer to a reality.

supplies a laughable amount of energy in comparison with
nuclear power. These claims ignore the proven potential of wind
power—one need only look to Denmark: In 2004 wind power
supplied 20% of the total Danish electricity demand. This covers
the demand from 1.4 million Danish homes! The only difference
between North America and Denmark is the lack of public
awareness—86% of Danes support wind power over all other
options … in my eyes, commitment, innovation and dedication
is all that is needed to make North America equally progressive.
Nuclear power would seem quite unnecessary.
And this is still not taking into account the risks to human
health and the environment. Many proponents of nuclear power
brush them aside as ‘minute’; but in truth no matter how little
radioactive waste is created it still poses a horrendous risk and
danger to ourselves and our planet. Storage would still be a
problem; we would still be leaving a toxic legacy for our
descendants. Chernobyl is an excellent example of the persistent
toll on human health and the environment; thousands upon
thousands of people across the Soviet Union, and beyond into

A Better Way to Build
Save time, money and headaches.

Each luxury suite offers a
private entrance, deck, hot
tub,
ensuite,
fireplace,
satellite TV, microwave and
bar fridge.

1-877-629-2800

www.penderislandshangrila.com

SOUND PASSAGE ADVENTURES INC.
Pender Island, BC

250-629-3920 or
1-877-629-3930
Toll-free in North America

www.soundpassageadventures.com

Whale Watching / Eco-Tours, Winery Tours • Scuba Diving
Charters, Lessons & Rentals • Power & Sailing Charters &
Lessons • Fishing Charters • Kayak & Paddle Boat Rentals •
Corporate Retreats • Water Transportation / Island Hopping

SERVING SIDNEY AND SOUTHERN GULF ISLANDS

Alpine Model - $59,500

Laurier Model - $72,600

• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order
date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly (to lock-up stage in 3 - 4 days).
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.
Your Island Representative
Russ Anderson
R. Anderson Technical Services
Port Alberni, BC
Phone: (250) 720-6000
View over 100 plans at: Fax:
720-2270
www.nelson-homes.com e-mail: (250)
russanderson@shaw.ca

The total purchase price for the three parcels was
$1,937,500. CRD Parks contributed 66% of the price
($1,284,375). TLC’s contribution was 34% ($653,125).
As a condition of financing the purchases, the CRD Board of
Directors instructed CRD Parks to pursue the subdivision and
subsequent sale of some of the land that was determined not to
have regional park significance. The Habitat Acquisition Trust
Fund and TLC are signatories to a conservation covenant
placed on title restricting development on the four lots
identified by an ecological assessment as subdividable.
CRD Parks has plans to acquire other lands on Mayne
Island and on Pender Island to complete the boundaries of
regional parks. 0
neighbouring countries have felt, and continue to feel, the
impact. Twenty years later people who were infants at the time
are fighting their 8th or 9th or 10th battle with cancer, parents
are still giving birth to deformed children, the effects endure and
will continue to cause pain and suffering in the lives of
thousands. Nor is Chernobyl the only industrial nuclear
disaster; Wikipedia lists Myak (Soviet Union), Windscale (UK),
and Three Mile Island (US), as being among the worst. Nuclear
power’s adverse effects on the environment and human health
are well documented and accepted, it is hardly necessary to
continue—but it is necessary that we do not ignore the warnings
with which history and the present has provided us.
The other kind of nuclear power, often proclaimed as the
wave of the future by proponents, nuclear fusion, aside from
inherent problems as under-developed (far more so than wind
etc) and under-researched, still does in fact generate nuclear
waste (not just helium as is frequently claimed).
Research has also found that nuclear fission, in the process of
daily operations, would release Tritium into the atmosphere.
Tritium is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, while it has a fairly
short half-life, the potential cumulative long term effects are just
as frightening as nuclear fission. Who would want to be exposed
to an environment contaminated with radiation every day of
their life?
Even setting aside the harm to the environment from
radiation, the ecological impact of widespread mining must be
taken into account; uranium doesn’t come from thin air.
In summary it would seem that any kind of nuclear power
poses environmental and human health hazards equal to, if not
substantially greater than, those of fossil fuels and is certainly no
‘cheaper’ or more efficient. Replacing one poison with another
makes absolutely no sense. It’s time for North America to turn
its back on ‘quick fixes’ and take a definite step forward to true
environmentally friendly and sustainable power sources.
In the end the only question surrounding nuclear power is
why we would want to continue/switch to this expensive energy
source (not only in environmental and health terms but in
monetary terms as well) when there are so many other far more
viable and sensible options that do not carry the monumental
risks to human health and the environment?
Naomi and her brother, Nicholas Wilde, received a community
stewardship award from the Islands Trust last year. Their
plaque was presented by North Pender Trustee Gary Steeves
on Earth Day (see photo above left). 0
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1 acre Waterfront $450,000
Share of 260 acre land co-op
Sunny views, trail to water

Joan Combes, Broker/Owner
250.539.2121 fax 250.539.5567
toll free 1.866.539.2121
www.saturnarealty.com

Waterfront home $529,000
1/2 acre medium-bank, great views
Built to lock-up, you complete

